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1. Introduction
During the last years many works have been devoted to the study of the
superlinear problems such as
(Ep) {&2pu=f (u)+h(x)u=0
in 0
on 0,
where 2pu=div( |{u| p&2 {u), p # ]1, +[; 0 is a bounded open set in
RN, N1; h belongs to some space of functions; and f : R  R is locally
Lipschitzian and superlinear, i.e., satisfies limu  \ f (u)|u| p&2 u=+.
Usually the aim is to identify the condition on 0, f, h, and eventually p
which guarantee the existence of infinitely many solutions for (Ep). Most of
the results are established via variational methods; then the solutions are
obtained as critical points of some energy functional , defined in the
Sobolev space W1, p(0). It was customary to assume that f satisfied the
growth condition that ensures that , is well defined. For general bounded
regions, if h#0 and f is odd (the functional , is hence even) it is well
known (see for example [AmPa] that (Ep) has infinitely many solutions.
When h is not identically zero the same result was first proved by Bahri
and Berestycki [BaBe] and later independently by Rabinowitz [Ra] and
Bahri and Lions [BaLi] in the case of the semilinear problem (E2). The
results of Rabinowitz have recently been extended to the case of the
quasilinear problem (Ep) by Garcia Azorero and Peral Alonso [GaPe].
When 0 is a ball and h is radially symmetric, the only results concerning
(E2) that we know are those of Struwe [St] and Castro and Kurepa
[CaKu]1 , [CaKu]2 .
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In [St] Struwe obtains infinitely many radially solutions for any growth
of f excluding the Sobolev limit exponent and in [CaKu]1 and [CaKu]2 ,
the authors improve the results of Struwe: under the hypothesis that f is
merely a locally lipschitz function they are able to deal with cases where
the growth of f exceeds the Sobolev limit exponent. In fact their results
suggest that it is sufficient to have the growth conditions only for u>0 or
for u<0. They obtain the existence of infinitely many radially symmetric
solutions with u(0)>0 or u(0)<0.
Our aim here is to extend the results of Castro and Kurepa to the
problem (Ep).
As in [CaKu]1 and [CaKu]2 , our method of proof is not variational.
It is based on a phase-plane analysis. In fact, by means of a shooting
method, we analyse the energy of the solutions of some singular differential
problems related to (Ep); and the phase-plane analysis enables us to con-
clude that there exist infinitely many radially symmetric solutions for (Ep).
Our paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 a singular differential problem
(Ep) related to (Ep) is defined and the main result is stated. In Section 3 we
develop a phase-plane analysis and give the proof of the main result. Finally
Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of the energy of the solutions of (Ep).
These results were announced in [EhdT].
2. Preliminaries and Main Result
Throughout this paper 0 denotes the open ball B(0, T ) in RN with cen-
ter at the origin and radius T>0, and p # R is such that 1<p<+. The
functions f and h satisfy the following hypotheses:
(H1) h is radially symmetric and h # L(0).
(H2) f : R  R is a locally Lipschitz function.
(H3) (Ep) is superlinear; that is,
lim
u  \
f (u)
|u| p&2 u
=+.
2.1. Preliminary Lemmas
Let us consider the following initial value problem
{( |u$|
p&2 u$)$+
n
t
|u$| p&2 u$+f (u(t))+h(t)=0
(2.1)
u(0)=d, u$(0)=0,
where d and n are real number satisfying d{0 and n0.
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Lemma 2.1. For any d # R, d{0, there exists a solution u of (2.1) defined
on a maximum interval [0, Td [ with u # C 1([0, Td [) and u$ # C1([0, Td [).
Moreover, if d is sufficiently great, the function d [ u(t, d ) is continuous.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is given in [EhGo] except for what
concerns the continuous dependence on d. To prove this last point we con-
sider, as for the existence step, the operator S defined in the Banach space
C([0, ’]), ’>0, by
(Sv)(t)=d&|
t
0
|(Hv)(s)| p$&2 (Hv)(s) ds, (2.2)
where
(Hv)(s)=s&n |
s
0
rn[ f (v(r))+h(r)] dr. (2.3)
For d0 sufficiently great and ’ sufficiently small we set
m= Inf
x # [d0&’, d 0+’]
f (x) and M= Sup
x # [d0&’, d0+’]
f (x)
and we have:
&Sv1&Sv2&K &v1&v2 &,
where
K=
(M+&h&) p$&2 L’p$&1
(n+1) p$&1
for 1<p2
and
K=
(m&&h&) p$&2 L’ p$&1
(n+1) p$&1
for p>2.
We deduce from (H3) that, for sufficiently great d0 and sufficiently small
’>0, S is a contraction mapping and therefore d [ u(t, d) is continuous.
In the following lemma we show that it is possible to extend any solution
of (2.1) to the interval [0, T]. For that purpose we define the energy of any
solution u of (2.1) by
E(t, d )=
p&1
p
|u$(t, d )| p+F(u(t, d )), (2.4)
where F(u)=u0 f (s) ds. We have
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Lemma 2.2. Assume that (H2) and (H3) hold. If h # L1([0, [) then
any solution u of (2.1) is well defined for all t # [0, +[.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists tn converging t # R
such that
lim
n  +
( |u$(tn , d )|+|u(tn , d )| )=+;
then, by the mean value theorem, we have
lim
n  +
|u$(tn , d )|=+.
Hence
E(t , d )= lim
n  +
E(tn , d )=+ (2.5)
On the other hand, by (H3), there exists a positive real number M such
that
F(u)&M (2.6)
for any u # R.
Multiplying the equation (2.1) by u$ and using Young’s inequality, we
have
E$(t, d )=
d
dt
E(t, d )=( |u$| p&2 u$)$ u$+f (u) u$
=&u$(t, d ) h(t)&
n
t
|u$| p|u$(t, d )| |h(t)|. (2.7)
From (2.4) and (2.6) we have
|u$(t, d )|_ pp&1 (E(t, d )+M)&
1p
.
Thus
E$(t, d )\ pp&1+
1p
|h(t)|(E(t, d )+M)1p.
Therefore, integrating on [0, t ], we obtain E(t , d )c, where c is a positive
constant depending on p, M, d, and &h&L 1([0, +[) , contradicting (2.5).
Whence the lemma. K
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In the next sections we associate to (Ep) the singular differential problem
(E$p) {( |u$|
p&2 u$)$+
n
t
|u$| p&2 u$+f (u(t))+h(t)=0 in [0, T]
u(0)=d, u$(0)=0,
where n=N&1 and d # R, with d{0. This is Problem (2.1) defined in
[0, T].
2.2. Main Result
Let u(t, d) be a solution to (E$p) and E(t, d ) the corresponding energy.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that (H1), (H2), and (H3) hold. Moreover sup-
pose that, uniformly on [0, T],
lim
d  +
E(t, d )=+ (resp. lim
d  &
E(t, d)=+).
Then problem (Ep) admits infinitely many radially symmetric solutions
with u(0)>0 (resp. u(0)<0).
3. Proof of the Main Result
3.1. Phase-Plane Analysis
(a) p # ]1, 2[: Let u be a solution of (E$p).
onsider t # ]0, T[ such that (u(t), u(t$)){(0, 0) for any t # [0, t [, and
define r(t, d) by
r(t, d )=[v2(t, d )+w2(t, d )]12, (3.1)
where v(t, d)=|u(t, d )| p&2 u(t, d ) and w(t, d )=|u$(t, d )| p&2 u$(t, d ).
For d>0 there exists a continuous argument function %(t, d ), t # [0, t [,
such that
v(t, d )=r(t, d ) cos %(t, d )
{w(t, d )=&r(t, d) sin %(t, d ) (3.2)%(0, d )=0.
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Straightforward calculations give
%$(t, d)=
d%
dt
=( p&1)|cos %| ( p&2)( p&1) |sin %| p( p&1)
+
[ f (u)&nt |u$| p&2 u$+h(t)] cos %(t, d )
r(t, d )
. (3.3)
Remark 3.1. Since r(t, d ) tends to + as E(t, d ) tends to +, then
by the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 and formula 3.3 it follows that, for some
d0>0:
1%. %(t, d ) is defined for any t # [0, T] and any dd0 ,
2%. At least for some { # ]0, T4] we have %({, d )>0 for any dd0 .
If d<0, the function % is defined by
v(t, d )=&r(t, d) cos %(t, d )
{w(t, d )=r(t, d ) sin %(t, d )%(0, d )=0.
The function % has the following property:
Proposition 3.1. Assume that p # ]1, 2[ and that the hypotheses of
Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Then we have
lim
d  +
%(T, d )=+ (resp. lim
d  &
%(T, d)=+).
Proof. It is enough to show that, for every m # N with m{0, there
exists a positive real number d1 such that %(T, d )m? for all dd1 . By
(H3) there exists a positive real number M such that
f (u)
|u| p&2 u
&M (3.4)
for any u # R. Consider some fixed number $ # ]0, $0[, where $0=
Min[$1 , $2 , $3 , ?4], with
$1=Arc cos _\12+
( p&1)p
& ,
$2=Arc sin _p&112M & , $3=Arc sin _
{( p&1)
12n & ,
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where { is coming from remark 3.1(2%). For any positive real numbers
x0 , r, and _ let us define i(x0) and |(r, _) by
i(x0)=Min { f (x)|x| p&2 x : xx0=
and |(r, _)=(sin2 _) i [(r sin _)1( p&1)]. Observe that, by (H3), we have
lim
r  +
|(r, $)=+.
Now choose r0>0 sufficiently large so that
sin $
$
&h&L 1(0, T )
2
3
r0
{|(r0 , $)>2 \n{+p&18r0$ &h&L 1 (0, T)+ (3.5)8$p&1+ ?|(r0 , $)T&{2m .
By the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 we have
lim
d  +
r(t, d )=+.
Hence there exists d1>0 such that
r(t, d )r0 for all dd1 . (3.6)
Let t satisfy t{ and divide the plane into the following four domains
A, B, C, and D:
A={(r, %)<&?2+$<%<
?
2
&$=
B={(r, %)<} ?2+% }$=
C={(r, %)<?2+$<%<3
?
2
&$=
D={(r, %)<}?2&% }$= .
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On the other hand, let us write Eq. (3.3) as follows:
%$(t, d)=( p&1)|cos %| ( p&2)( p&1) |sin %| p( p&1)+
f (u)
|u| p&2 u
cos2 %
&
n
t
sin % cos %+
h(t) cos %
r
. (3.7)
Using (3.4) we deduce from (3.7) that
%(t, d )&%( t^, d )( p&1) |
t
t^
|cos %| ( p&2)( p&1) |sin %| p( p&1) ds
&M0 |
t
t^
cos2 % ds+|
t
t^
h(s) cos %
r(s, d )
ds&
n
{ |
t
t^
sin % cos % ds
(3.8)
for all t^, t with { t^tT. We destinguish two cases:
(i) If (r, %) # B or D then |cos %|sin $ and |sin %|cos $.
Thus
|cos %| ( p&2)( p&1) |sin %| p( p&1)(sin $)( p&2)( p&1) (cos $) p( p&1). (3.9)
Using (3.6), (3.9) and Young’s inequality, (3.8) becomes
%(t, d )&%( t^, d)( p&1)(sin $)( p&2)( p&1) (cos $) p( p&1) (t& t^)
&M0 sin2 $(t& t^)&
sin $
r0
&h&L 1 (0, T )&
n
{
sin $(t& t^).
Hence for any dd1 and for any t^, t satisfying { t^tT and t& t^
8$( p&1)
%(t, d )&%(t^, d)
t& t^
( p&1)(sin $)( p&2)( p&1) (cos $) p( p&1)&M0 sin2 $
&
n
{
sin $&
( p&1)
8r0
sin $
$
&h&L 1 (0, T ) . (3.10)
(ii) If (r, %) # A or C then |cos %|sin $ and |sin %|cos $ and by
(3.6)
|u(t, d )|(r0 sin $)1( p&1)
for all t # [0, T], and all dd1 .
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Now, since, by (H3), i(x0) tends to + as x0 tends to +, it follows
that
f (u)
|u| p&2 u
i [(r0 sin $)1( p&1)]
for all t # [0, T] and all dd1 .
Using (3.7) in the same way as for (3.10) we get
% (t, d )&%(t^, d )
t& t^
sin2 $ i [(r0 sin $)1p&1]&
n
{
&
( p&1)
8$r0
&h&L 1 (0, T ) (3.11)
for all dd1 and all t^, t with { t^tT and t& t^8$( p&1).
By the choice of $ and r0 as above we can deduce from (3.10) (resp.
(3.11)) that
%(t, d)&%(t^ d )
t& t^

p&1
4
(resp. 
|(r0 , $)
2 + (3.12)
for all dd1 and all t^ t with t^tT and t& t^8$( p&1).
Note that, by (3.12), % is an increasing function with respect to t in
[{, T].
Now we are able to estimate %(T, d ). The estimate is obtained exactly as
in [CaKu]1 . We shall give it here for completeness.
First recall that, by Remark 3.1 (2%), %({, d ) is positive. Assume that
there exists an odd nonnegative integer j such that
}%({, d )&j ?2 }<$.
By (3.12), %(t, d ) cannot remain in the interval [j(?2)&$, j (?2)+$]
for a period of time longer than 8$( p&1). Consequently there exists some
t1 # ]{, {+8$(p&1)[ such that
%(t1 , d )=j
?
2
+$.
Now for t>t1 , with %(s, d ) # [ j(?2)+$, ( j+2)(?2)&$] for all
s # [t1 , t], we have by (3.12)
t&t1<2
?&2$
|(r0 , $)
.
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Thus there exists t2 # ]t1 , t1+2(?&2$)|(r0 , $)[ such that %(t2 , d )=
( j+2)(?2)&$
Imitating the argument used in establishing the existence of t1 we see
that there exists t3 # ]t2 , t2+8$( p&1)[ such that
%(t3 , d )=( j+2)
?
2
+$
and t3 satisfy
{<t3<{+
16$
p&1
+2
?&2$
|(r0 , $)
and %(t3 , d )=?+%1(t1 , d )?.
Repeating this argument m times we see that there exists
t^ # _{, {+2m \ 8$p&1+
?&2$
|(r0 , $)+&
such that %(t^, d )m?.
From (3.5) we get t^T.
Since % is increasing we deduce that
%(T, d )m?.
In the case where |%({, d )&j (?2)|$, similar arguments lead to the
existence of t # [0, T] such that %(t , d )m?. Hence %(T, d )m? in both
cases. K
(b) p # [2, +[
u being a solution of (E$p), consider now the phase-plane (v, w), where
v=u and w=u$, and define r(t, d ) and %(t, d ) by (3.1) and (3.2), respec-
tively.
Set y=|v| p&2 v and z=|w| p&2 w.
We have
tan %=&
|z| p$&2 z
| y | p$&2 y
.
Thus
%$(t, d )=( p$&1)
| y | p$&2 |z| p$&2
r2
(zy$&yz$).
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Straightforward calculations give
%$(t, d )=sin2 %+( p$&1) { f (u)|u| p&2 u |sin %| 2&p |cos %| p
&
n
t
sin % cos %+
|sin %| 2&p cos %h(t)
r(t, d ) = . (3.13)
As for case (a), we can prove:
Proposition 3.2. Assume that p # [2, +[ and that the hypotheses of
Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Then we have
lim
d  +
%(T, d )=+ (resp. lim
d  &
%(T, d)=+).
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1.
Radially symmetric solutions of (Ep) are solutions of (E$p) satisfying the
condition
u(T, d )=0. (3.14)
By Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, it follows from the intermediate value
theorem and the continuous dependance of u on d that there exist infinitely
many solutions for (3.14) and therefore infinitely many radially symmetric
solutions for (Ep) K
4. Energy Analysis
Let u(t, d) be a solution of (E$p) and E(t, d ) the corresponding energy.
The aim of this section is to give some sufficient conditions which ensure
that, uniformly on [0, T],
lim
d  \
E(t, d )=+. (4.1)
We assume that hypotheses (H1)(H3) of Sections 2 and 3 are fulfilled
and moreover that
(H4) f is increasing.
For the sake of simplicity in the proofs we assume, without loss of
generality, that
f (0)=0. (4.2)
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In all this section, c will denote different positive constants depending
only on T, p, n, &h& , and on some real numbers k, _ satisfying k # ]0, 1[
and _ # ]0, +[.
We begin with some preliminary lemmas:
Lemma 4.1. Let k # ]0, 1[ and d # ]0, +[ be such that f (k, d )>&h& .
Assume that there exists t0=t0(k, d )T such that u(t, d ) satisfies
{kd<u(t, d ) for all t # [0, t0[u(t0 , d )=kd. (4.3)
Then there exists a positive constant c such that
t0c \d
p&1
f (d )+
1p
. (4.4)
Proof. Multiplying the equation in (E$p) by rn , we get
&(rn |u$| p&2 u$)$=rn( f (u(r))+h(r)).
Hence
u$(t, d )=&|(Hu)(t, d )| p$&2 (Hu)(t, d )
where H is the operator defined in (2.3). Since f is increasing it follows
from (4.3) that
f (u(r, d ))>f (kd )>&h& .
Thus
f (u(r, d)+h(r)0
for all r # [0, t0[. Consequently we have u$(t, d )0 for all t # [0, t0 [.
Hence
u(t0 , d )=kd<u(t, d )u(0, d )=d for all t # [0, t0[ . (4.5)
Therefore, as f is increasing, we deduce that
f (u(r, d )) f (d ) for all r # [0, t0[.
Then
Hu(t, d)( f (d )+&h&) t&n |
t
0
r&n dr=
f (d )+&h&
n+1
t.
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Thus
u$(t, d )&\ f (d)+&h&n+1 +
p$&1
t p$&1 (4.6)
for all t # [0, t0 [.
Integrating (4.6) on [0, t0 [ , we get
kd&d&
p&1
p \
f (d)+&h&
n+1 +
1( p&1)
t p( p&1)0 .
From this inequality, the estimate (4.4) follows easily. K
Now, for k]0, 1] and u # R, we define
L(k, u)=NF(ku)&
(N&p)
p
uf (u).
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 are fulfilled and
moreover, if N>p, assume that there exists a positive real number a such
that
L(k, u)0 (4.7)
for any |u|a. Then for sufficiently large d we have
|
t 0
0
rnL(1, u(r)) drc df (kd ) tn+10 . (4.8)
Proof. Since f is increasing, for any nonnegative real number u we have
uf (u)F(u)=|
ku
0
f (s) ds+|
u
ku
f (s) dsF(ku)+(1&k) uf (ku).
The relation (4.7) yields, for N>p,
L(1, u)NF(ku)+N \1&kk + kuf (ku)&
N&p
p
uf (u)
N \1&kk + F(ku)\
1&k
k +
(N&p)
p
uf (u). (4.9)
Since u(r) f (u(r))k df (kd ) for all r # [0, t0], it follows from (4.9) that
|
t 0
0
rnL(1, u(r)) drc df (kd) tn+10
for d sufficiently large, where c=(1&k)(N&p)p(n+1).
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On the other hand, if Np then L(k, u)0 and by (H4) and (4.2) we
have
NF(u)&
N&p
p
uf (u)=NF(u)+
p&N
p
uf (u)
p&N
p
uf (u).
Thus (4.8) follows as for N>p. K
Remark 4.1. Lemma 4.2 is proved in [CaKu]2 in the case p=2 under
the hypothesis that
L+(k)=+ (resp. L&(k)=+),
where
L\(k)= lim
u  \ \
|u| p&2 u
f (u) +
N2
L(k, u). (4.10)
In fact the relation (4.10) implies (4.7). K
We shall show now that (4.1) holds under some hypotheses on the non-
linearity f and its primitive F.
4.1. Hypothesis (I)
Define the function
F_, k(d )=\ |d |
p&2 d
f (d ) +
(n+_)( p&1)
F(k, d )
for any d # R, where _ and k are positive parameters and k # ]0, 1].
Theorem 4.1. Assume that there exists k # ]0, 1[ and _>0 such that
lim
d  +
F_, k(d )=+ (resp. lim
d  &
F_, k(d)=+).
Then we have, uniformly on [0, T],
lim
d  +
E(t, d )=+ (resp. lim
d  &
E(t, d)=+).
Proof. We use a shooting method. Two possibilities may occur.
(i) u(t, d )>kd for all t # [0, T]. Since E(t, d )F(k, d), then we
obtain
lim
|d |  +
E(t, d )=+
uniformly on [0, T].
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(ii) There exists t0 # ]0, T] such that u(t0 , d )=kd and u(r, d )>kd
for any r # [0, t0[. Hence t0 satisfies (4.4). By (2.7) and Young’s inequality
we get
E$(r, d)=&
n
r
|u$(r, d )| p&h(r) u$(r, d)
&
n
r
|u$(r, d )| p&
_
r
|u$(r, d)| p&
p&1
p_1( p&1)
r1(p&1) &h& p$
=&p$
(n+_)
r
E(r, d)+
p$(n+_)
r
F(u(r, d))
&
p&1
p p$ \
r
_+
1( p&1)
&h& p$ . (4.11)
Multiplying (4.11) by r p$(n+_) we obtain
(r p$(n+_)E(r, d ))$p$(n+_) r p$(n+_)&1F(u(r, d ))&$p r p$(n+_+1p), (4.12)
where
$p=
p&1
p p$
1
_1( p&1)
&h& p$ .
Integrating (4.12) on [t0 , t], with t # ]t0 , T], we get
E(t, d )t&p$(n+_) {t p$(n+_)0 E(t0 , d )+|
t
t0
r p$(n+_)&1[p$(n+_) F(u(r, d ))
&$pt p$p+1] dr= .
On the other hand, by (H4) and (4.2), we have
F(u)0 for all u # R.
So, by using (4.4), we conclude that, uniformly on [0, T],
E(t, d )T &p$(n+_) {c \d
p&1
f (d ) +
p$(n+_)p
F(kd )+K= , (4.13)
where K is a constant which depends on p, n, &h& , k, _, and T. The con-
clusion of Theorem 4.1 follows now from (4.13) and the hypothesis (I). K
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4.2. Hypothesis (II)
Consider now the function
G(t, d )=tE(t, d )+
N&p
p
|u$(t, d )| p&2 u$(t, d ) u(t, d ), (4.14)
where u is a solution of (E$p). We first show that the following lemmas
hold:
Lemma 4.3. We have the relation
(rN&1G(r, d ))$=rN&1L(1, u(r))&rN&1h(r) _ru$+N&pp u& . (4.15)
Proof. From the equation in (E$p), we deduce that
(rNE(r, d))$=&
N&p
p
rN&1 |u$| p&rNh(r) u$+NrN&1F(u). (4.16)
Indeed, multiplying the equation in (E$p) by rNu$, we have
\rN p&1p |u$| p+ $+\N&1&
N( p&1)
p + |u$| p rN&1+rNf (u) u$
+rNh(r) u$=0.
Therefore
[rN(E(r, d )&F(u(r, d )))]$+
N&p
p
rN&1 |u$| p+(rNF(u(r, d ))$
&NrN&1F(u(r, d ))+rNh(r) u$=0.
Hence (4.16).
On the other hand, by multiplying the equation in (E$p) by rN&1u, we get
( |u$| p&2 u$)$ urN&1+(N&1) rN&2 |u$| p&2 u$u
+rN&1( f (u)+h(r)) u=0.
Thus
rN&1 |u$| p=(rN&1 |u$| p&2 u$u)$+rN&1( f (u)+h(r)) u. (4.17)
Replacing (4.17) into (4.16), we obtain (4.15) K
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Lemma 4.4. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2, the instant t0 defined in
Lemma 4.1 satisfies
(i) G(t0 , d )cdf (kd ) t0 (4.18)
(ii) G(t0 , d )> } t0u$(t0)+N&pp u(t0) } . (4.19)
Proof. (i) Since u$(t, d )<0 for all t # [0, t0], by integrating (4.15) on
[0, t0] it follows that
tN&10 G(t0 , d )|
t0
0
rN&1L(1, u(r)) dr+&h& |
t 0
0
rNu$(r) dr
&
N&p
p
&h& |
t0
0
rN&1u(r) dr. (4.20)
On the other hand, an integration by parts gives
|
t 0
0
rNu$(r) dr=tN0 u(t0)&N |
t 0
0
rN&1u(r) dr. (4.21)
Hence (4.20) becomes
tN&10 G(t0 , d )|
t0
0
rN&1L(1, u(r)) dr
+&h& _tN0 u(t0)&\N+N&pp + |
t 0
0
rN&1u(r) dr& .
So, by using (4.5) and Lemma 4.2, we obtain
tN&10 G(t0 , d )c df (kd ) t
N
0 +&h& \k&\1+N&pNp ++ dtN0 . (4.22)
Since f (kd ) tends to + as d tends to +, it follows from (4.22) that
tN&10 G(t0 , d )c df (kd) t
N
0
for sufficiently large d. Hence (4.18) holds.
(ii) Assume by contradiction that (4.19) does not hold. Then we have
either
(:) u(t0)cG(t0) or
(;) t0 |u$(t0)|cG(t0).
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First by (H4) and (4.7) we have
k df (kd)F(kd )
N&p
Np
df (d ). (4.23)
Now if (:) holds, then by (i) we have
kd=u(t0)cG(t0)c df (kd ) t0 .
Consequently, (4.4) yields
kdc df (kd ) \d
p&1
f (d ) +
1p
.
Therefore by using (4.23) it follows that
kdc df (kd )(F(kd ))&1p.
Using (4.23) once again we obtain
kdcd(F(kd))1p$.
Hence F(kd) must be bounded, a contradiction.
Assume now that (;) holds. We have by (2.7)
E$(t, d )=&
n
t
|u$| p&h(t) u$&h& |u$(t, d )|. (4.24)
As F is nonnegative everywhere we get
|u$(t, d)|\ pp&1 E(t, d )+
1p
. (4.25)
By integrating (4.24), it follows from (4.25) that
E(t, d )_(F(d ))( p&1)p+\ p&1p +
p( p&1)
T &h&&
p( p&1)
cF(d)+c1 .
Hence
E(t, d )cF(d ) (4.26)
for sufficiently large d and all t # [0, T].
Thanks to (4.26), now (4.25) gives
|u$(t, d )|c(F(d ))1p (4.27)
for sufficiently large d and all t # [0, T].
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Since (;) holds, by (4.27) and (i) we obtain
c df (kd ) t0cG(t0)t0 |u$(t0)|c(F(d )1p t0 .
Consequently it follows from (4.23) that
df (kd)c(F(d))1pc(df (d ))1pc(df (kd ))1p,
whence df (kd) is bounded, a contradiction. K
The next lemma provides a relationship between the growth conditions
of the nonlinearity f and the Sobolev inequalities.
Lemma 4.5. Assume that f satisfies (H2) and (H4) and that N>p,
k # ]0, 1] and b # R are such that
L(k, u)b for any u # R (4.28)
Then there exists a positive constant c depending on N, p, and b such that
| f (u)|c( |u|q+1) for all u # R, (4.29)
where
q=k
Np
N&p
&1.
Proof. By (4.28) and (H4) we have
NF(s)&
N&p
kp
sf (s)b for all s0. (4.30)
Multiplying (4.30) by &k( p*N ) s&kp*&1, with p*=Np(N&p) and
integrating on [1, t], with t1, we get
F(t)
b
N
+tkp* _F(1)& bN& .
Therefore, using (4.30) once again we obtain
f (u)
kp
N&p
NF(u)&b
u

kp
N&p
ukp*&1(NF(1)&b)c( |u|q+1)
for all u0, since this is true for u1.
A similar argument yields (4.29) for u0. K
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Now, for Np and _>0, define the function
F_(d )=d p
2 \ |d |
p&2 d
f (d ) +
_( p&1)
for d # R.
We can state the second result of this section as follows:
Theorem 4.2. Assume that we have
L(1, u) is bounded below. (II.1)
Moreover, assume that there exist positive real numbers a, _, and k with
k # ]0, 1[ such that
(i) If N>p, then
L(k, u)0 for all |u|a
(II.2)k
N&p
p
when p # ]1, 2[
_ \ qp&1&1+pN(1&k) when p # [2, +[.
(ii) If Np, then
lim
d  +
F_(d )=+) (resp. lim
d  &
F_(d )=+).
Then, we have, uniformly on [0, T],
lim
d  +
E(t, d )=+ (resp. lim
d  &
E(t, d)=+).
Remark 4.2.
(1%) If Np then L(k, u)0 for all u # R
(2%) If N>p the restriction on _ in (ii.2) is satisfied by choosing _
sufficiently small.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. As for Theorem 4.1, we distinguish two cases:
(i) u(t, d )>kd for all t # [0, T]. Then the conclusion of the theorem
follows easily as in (i) of Theorem 4.1.
(ii) There exists t0 # ]0, T] satisfying (4.3). Let t # ]t0 , T] be such
that
} ru$(r)+N&pp u(r) }<G(r) (4.31)
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for all r # [t0 , t]. (Such t exists thanks to the facts that (4.31) is verified by
t0 and that u and u$ are continuous with respect to r).
By Lemma 4.3, we have
(rN&1G(r))$&&h& rN&1 } ru$(r)+N&pp u(r) }+rN&1L(1, u(r)). (4.32)
By the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 and (4.31) we find K>0 such that
(rN&1G(r))$&&h& rN&1G(r)&KT N&1. (4.33)
Multiplying (4.33) by e&h& r and integrating on [t0 , t], with t>t0 , we get
tN&1G(t) e&&h& T [e&h&  t 0 tN&10 G(t0)&KT
N&1e&h&  T(t&t0)]
e&&h& TtN&10 G(t0)&KT
N.
Hence, by using (4.18), we obtain, uniformly for any t satisfying (4.31)
tN&1G(t)c df (kd ) tN0 (4.34)
for sufficiently large d.
Since by (4.23) we have f (kd )cf (d ), then, by Lemma 4.1 we obtain
df (kd ) tN0 c df (d ) t
N
0 c df (d ) \d
p&1
f (d ) +
Np
.
Hence
df (kd) tN0 cd
1+N( p&1)p( f (d ))1&Np. (4.35)
Therefore, for N>p, it follows from Lemma 4.5, (4.34) and (4.35) that
tN&1G(t)cd& (4.36)
where &=1+N( p&1)p+q(1&Np)=(1&k) N.
Moreover by (H3) there exists #>0 such that
| f (u)||u| p&1 for |u|#. (4.37)
Now assume that Np. From (4.35) and (4.37) we get
df (kd ) tN0 cd
1+N( p&1)pd ( p&1)(1&N )p=cd p.
Thus by (4.34) we obtain
tN&1G(t)cd p. (4.38)
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Now, (4.36) and (4.38) give
tN&1G(t)cd +, (4.39)
where +=& if N>p and +=p if Np. Therefore by (4.14) and (4.39) we
have either
E(t, d )ct&Nd+cd +, (4.40)
or
N&p
p
|u$(t, d )| p&2 u$(t, d ) u(t, d )ct1&Nd +d+.
If it is the second alternative which holds, then by using Young’s
inequality, we obtain
1
p$
|u$(t, d )| p+
1
p
|u(t, d )| pcd +. (4.41)
From (4.41) it follows, by using (4.37), that if |u(t, d )| p# then
E(t, d )cd+.
On the other hand, if |u(t, d )|#, then from (4.41) we get
|u$(t, d )| pcd+&c$,
which implies that
E(t, d )cd+
for d sufficiently large. Consequently, for d sufficiently large, we have
E(t, d )cd+ (4.42)
uniformly on the set of t # [0, T] satisfying (4.31).
Assume now that there exists t # [t0 , T] such that (4.31) holds for all
t # [t0 , t [ and does not hold for t . Then by using (4.41) and (4.42) and by
the continuity of u and u$ we obtain
} t u$(t )+N&pp u(t ) }=G(t ) (4.43)
and
t N&1G(t )cd +. (4.44)
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Hence it follows that either
t |u$(t )|G(t ) or |u(t )|cG(t ).
Thus, by using (4.44), we have either
|u$(t )|cd+t &Ncd +t 1&N or |u(t )|cd +t p(1&N).
In both cases we get
|u$(t )| p+|u(t )| pcd p+t p(1&N).
Then, as in the last step in the proof of (4.42), we obtain
E(t d )cd p+t p(1&N). (4.45)
Now integrating (4.12) over [t , t], with t>t , we get
E(t, d )T&p$(n+_)[t p$(n+_)E(t , d )+M],
where M is a constant depending on p, N, T, &h& , k, and _.
Hence, using (4.45), we have
E(t, d )cd p+t :+p$_, (4.46)
where :=p$(N&1)+p(1&N)=p(N&1)(2&p)( p&1).
(a) Assume N>p, so +=(1&k)N.
 If p # [2, +[ then :0. Now since t # ]t0 , T] it follows that
E(t, d )cT:d p+t _p$cd p+ t_p$0 .
Thanks to Lemma 4.1, we get
E(t, d )cd p+ \d
p&1
f (d ) +
_p$p
=cd p++_( f (d ))&_( p&1)
By applying Lemma 4.5, it results therefore that
E(t, d )cd p++_d&q_( p&1).
Hence
E(t, d )cd;, (4.47)
where ;=p++_(1&(qp&1)) is positive by the hypothesis on _.
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 If p # ]1, 2[ then :>0. In this case, as t # ]t0 , T], from Lemmas
4.1 and 4.5, we obtain
t :+_p$t:+_p$0 c \d
p&1
f (d )+
(:+_p$)p
=cd :( p&1)p+_&q(:p)+(_( p&1)).
Hence
E(t, d )cd*, (4.48)
where
*=( p&1&q) \:p+
_
p&1++p(1&k)N
is positive by the hypothesis k(N&p)p of Theorem 4.2.
(b) Assume now that Np, so +=p.
 If p # [2, +[ we have :0. Then as for the case where N>p
we get
E(t, d )cd p2 \d
p&1
f (d ) +
_( p&1)
. (4.49)
 If p # ]1, 2], hence N=1, then :=0. So, we obtain once again
the relation (4.49).
Now the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 follows from the syntheses (II),
(4.42), (4.47), (4.48), and (4.49). K
Remarks 4.3.
(1%) For N>p the restrictions made in Theorem 4.2 on parameters
k and _ are of course unnecessary if h=0 or N=1.
(2%) In the case when h=0, a proof of Theorem 4.2 based on an
argument similar to the proof of the Pohozaev identity was given in
[CaKu]1 for the similinear problem (E2). One can easily adapt these
argument to the quasilinear problem (Ep) which gives a simpler proof of
Theorem 4.2 in this case. (For the Pohozaev identity see [Po] for p=2
and d[T] for p # ]1, +] ).
(3%) Another advantage of the method used here is that we can allow
h to depend on (&x&, u, u$) as long as h(&x&, u, u$) is uniformly bounded.
This is not possible when using variational methods.
(4%) Similar results can be obtained for weakly coupled systems of
the form
(S) {2p i ui=fi (ui )+hi (&x&, u1 , ..., um)ui=0
in 0=B(0, T)
on 0, 1im,
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where m is a positive integer, and for all i # [1, ..., m]:
pi # ]1, +[
fi : R  R is continuous and superlinear
hi : [0, T]_Rm  R is continuous and uniformly bounded.
When pi=2 for all i and N=1, Castro and Lazer (see [CaLa]) obtained
the existence of infinitely many periodic solutions for (S). K
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